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Shifter 10 : Transparent White

“Milk is not opaque because it is white, - as if white were something opaque. 
If ‘white’ is a concept which only refers to a visual surface, why isn’t there a 
colour concept related to ‘white’ that refers to transparent things?”  
-Ludwig Wittgenstein, “Remarks on Colour”

Things that can be imagined but not seen.  Things that can be seen but not named. 
Things that can be imagined but not articulated, nor seen. Things that can be said 
but not seen or imagined.  I think “Transparent White” belongs to the last of these 
categories. 

Of course, I use words loosely here.  

But imagine, for instance, contemplating a picture of a Martian landscape. We 
imagine a place, like a red desert. We look toward its hazy horizon as if we could 
actually see it.  In a way, we imagine the object - the target of our gaze - knowing 
that we do not (cannot) actually stand on Mars.  In fact the only way we can access 
the object is by seeing it in terms that are imaginable. We look from the wrong 
context, we are displaced, yet we transpose our horizon onto the picture’s and we 
see a desert. Desolate but nameable. 

Can a word mean without representing something? Or can a word be understood 
if we do not know or have not seen what it represents?

Shifter’s 9th issue Ruin|Monument focussed on the way in which the empty ruin 
signifies.  Like a vacuum it absorbs everything.  Like a mirror it reflects back our 
pointing fingers.  The Monument, it was proposed, is the past (memory) embodied, 
hurtling backwards towards the future.  

If the “Ruin” is an absence, which is transformed into object by our projections, 
then “Transparent White” is fully formed language which does not stick to an 
object.  In a way they are at least mirror images of each other, if not always already 
the same thing.  While the Monument like the Ruin exists physically (it occupies 
space, we can walk around it, we can photograph it), “Transparent White” occupies 
a conceptual site of contention.  One is not sure if/ what it could represent.  Yet 
one can imagine using the phrase “Transparent White”, in a poem for instance, 
and meaning something.

Shifter’s 10th issue “Transparent White” will attempt to engage this untethering 
of utterances from straightforward representation.

-Sreshta/ Rit Premnath
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Extractions: From Poet to Draftsman

I. PARSING THE POET’S DEPICTION
   
He saw…

an intimacy, concision of economy and line,
looked at them intently
to say
taking in to account.
They have that effect
defy viewer attempts at drawing out or divining some
straightforward reading.

They will say,
this is art, this is drawing, this is A drawing, this is the soul, this is
the record of the soul, this is like a graph or a series of squiggles or…that is,
the reading will be metaphorical or descriptive (this makes me feel, this looks
like), but not so easily defining or denotative (this is). That is something
that music and visual art, much more so than writing, can achieve
effortlessly…

I have been thinking increasingly about what you were saying with regard
to Richter, intimacy and the public address/space/exchange that paintings foster,

intimacy
public address
space
the exchange paintings foster

this distinction that Arthur Danto makes
between pictures and paintings,

the former being transparent representations of 
something identifiable (what is pictured) the latter being material entities
that represent, but whose purpose, so to speak, is their presence, materiality,
there-ness.

The distinction is 
fascinating.

Newman thought (his) paintings surpassed beauty in favor of
sublimity—not just in the Kantian sense, but in the sense that they achieved a
condition that was so much more than beauty.

Jeremy-Gilbert-Rolfe wrote a book about beauty, proposing a secular theory of 

beauty, in which it is
glamorous rather than good, frivolous rather than serious, deriving from
technology rather than nature, etcetera

I am trying to work through this idea of
sublimity

(in the sense too of sub limen, below the threshold, and sub-lime,
under the white surface/lime)
of your drawings and how they function, how color
is there but isn’t, etcetera

II.

Her/his art could be

arid, venal, noxious
bourgeois ambitions
insidious and metathesitic
bidding done
authenticity
dogma to dazzle
positioned benign
casual elegance
pursuant of happinesses
the deeper meaning
resurgent

A DIRECTED INTERJECTION BEGINNING BELOW

what the surface connotes
causing consternation from the tension of the painter’s withholding
provost, the drama of withholding, controller, liberal
discipline and ascetic practice
the references in the painting hinting and by virtue extolling the
elegance in the rough.
Extra Dry or slippery bodily emissions
emboldened, gesture filled and minutia magnified and made grand
by apposition juxtapositions. holy. wholly hole. whole.

grade, scale, perception, flatness
the deeply felt versus the platitudinal
approach to art: he goes in through the door of his pedestrian day and finds valor 
in the bright valleys of her
awareness, his presence among the lint, the dust, the dirt, the air, the spinning axis 
of earth, the buzz, gravity 
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what can/will one extract from the painting
what moral value is considered, can painting alone impart moral values
can it change perceptions of…opposites, making them like—

at the brink of rendering someone else’s version of sameness turn
then find one of the many questions, ode to savoring the unction

directional, contrapuntal, siphoning from the cacophony
the harmonious tension à deux, surface, hand—

actually
how daring is clinical faithlessness?

Extractions: Addendum Section III 

Actually,

how daring is clinical faithlessness?

Beguiling.

“Historical context” the culmination of “art about making art”
                                 (the present event,            (photog, painting, movies, etc.)
   or set of)

What one argues is his/her own position, so when we discuss
individuality/authenticity,
                     (as in having an original idea or novel approach to a given subject)

thought ‘mobilized’ then is perhaps the ‘authentic position’

informed by what?        Surfing.       And what isolates your ‘state of being’
       (the particulars of 
such)

Imparting whose ideas to what end.

The ideal argument.
The model survival.

And so after that what?      Par instance      

   Technology/techne-
tronic fetish.
 
A system of audiences.

“I” as a culmination of exclusivity, which is about
privileging inheritance and theft         some would
call appropriate

so in sequence -
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The artists, they want to sit in a room together

The artists want to sit in a room together,
talk and not talk, about the wars around them.

In the fashion of artists, they sip, nibble, pine
for arguments sake, the variations of yellow. 

Today, a bourgeois moment each protean conn-
oisseur howls a coloratura, promising not to 
forget photos of the amputee, an erotic thong.

Their bricolage forged, available in unlimited editions.

Rhodopsin

Dressed in purple- stet
-etcetera- bash in - stet
sons and daughters - com
- plete - etcetera - bash - in style
slick - remember me -dick
trace or slur - etcetera - stet –
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In Parts (b)

This radical disintegration of parts squeals gesture, erasure, assertive 

tearing away or open a  hole in the scene, the grid everybody sees –

To be vulgar, mass and volume, flesh is modular, peeling back themselves

reduced to a thick mucus in the throat, proxy for pedigree, becoming apart

all pleasure being equal, you are not supposed to look good if you have, desire –

X or face in a bubble or nosing in on its contour, turning away from nothing

the best guess trapped beneath surface tension, cursive against cursive,  seminal

in the plain air cross fade taxi unmade, stretched, contractible, catching light in the pass -

In Parts (a)

This radical disintegration of parts squeals gesture, erasure, assertive 

tearing away or open a  hole in the scene, the grid everybody sees –

To be vulgar, mass and volume, flesh is modular, peeling back themselves

reduced to an immense silence, a thick mucus in the throat, proxy for pedigree, 

all pleasure being equal, you are not supposed to look good if you have desire –

the best guess trapped beneath surface tension, cursive against cursive,  seminal

in the plain air cross fade taxi unmade, stretched, contractible, catching light in the pass -

staving descension, becoming apart, what seems to be nothing, this is what happens.
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Thermostat--sense, DECIDE, act

Recursion, Abstraction

Heidegger and the machine

Seats and tray tables locked in their upright position, the plane touches down. 
You’ve landed.  What you didn’t realize, hurtling through the sky, is that several 
tons of steel (and your life) have been handed over to a toaster. Or the intelligence 
there of. But a thermostat is a better example:

Picture a thermometer. Connect it to a heater and you’ve got a thermostat.  Set it: 
72 F.  It’s cold outside; the temperature falls. At seventy, mercury drops touching 
a lead forming a circuit. Current flows across the circuit starting the heater.  At 74 
F the thermometer rises forming another circuit turning the heater off. Inside, the 
room cools; entropy leveling temperatures across gradients: the inside and outside.  
But entropy’s loosing as long as the thermostat decides to turn on and off.

It seems a mistake to say the thermostat “decides” anything. It’s a machine. It 
didn’t decide because it couldn’t, deciding requires agency, being alive. To say 
otherwise is to speak metaphorically, perhaps anthropomorphically. Yet from one 
perspective it did decide. 

Think of it this way. Say there’s no thermostat, but a button.  You sit at your desk, 
cold.  Get up and push the button and you turn on the heater. Now you’re hot. 
Push the button and turn it off. With a thermostat you delegate that decision to 
something else: a machine.

In this scenario, we say you’ve decided at a higher level of abstraction. The machine 
“decides” nothing: you do. You decide what the temperature should be and the 
machine merely implements the things your decision entails. But in another sense, 
it did. It sensed the world, not through eyes or ears, but through a thermometer. 
And more than just sensing, the machine acted. Turning on the heater, it changed 
what it sensed in the world. We call this recursion and from this, some very 
interesting things follow.

Lets pick up where we left off a moment ago: abstraction. Abstraction lets us do 
more but at a price, alienation. When we set a thermostat we don’t decide when 
to turn the heater on or off but what the effect will be. That effect, temperature, 
is abstract, an abstraction; a metaphor designed to free us from having to decide 
when to turn a machine on or off.  Yet to achieve that effect requires a machine, 
the thermostat, to translate that abstract metaphor into an effect, which it does, 
but it alienates us, forces us to deal with the world through the entailments of the 
metaphor, rather than dealing with the world directly. 

We can imagine other devices that operate this way, sensing and affecting the 
world along other ‘senses’ in a kind of machine sensiorum: sound dampeners, light 

switches, etc etc. But still, there’s only so much such devices can do.  What if you 
wanted to decide something at a still higher level of abstraction.

Say you found yourself making a list and you said to yourself, “Gee, I’m making 
a list, I wish I had some help making this list because I’m an idiot and don’t 
know how to do it.”  Perhaps you could imagine a talking paperclip helping you, 
forcing you to use it’s alpha-numeric numbering system, interpreting your input as 
mistakes, “correcting” them.

How would you go about making this totalitarian paperclip?

The first thing you need is about a billion thermostats. Change out the thermometer 
with a different sensor, a sensor sensing other thermostats. Then change out the 
leads (connected to the heater) with other leads connected to thermostats. Pseudo-
thermostats sensing other pseudo-thermostats, pseudo-thermostats transmitting 
to other pseudo-thermostats.  Billions of them.  All wired together.

Now we’re going to do something totally perverse: we’re going to use this billion 
pseudo-thermostat contraption as the material to represent other machines, to do 
so we’re going to arrange the pseudo-thermostats recursively, structured in terms 
of itself.

To make that previous sentence make any sense, I want to step back and talk 
a little bit about recursion. For example, consider the recursive method for the 
mathematical operation factorial defined as the product of a given positive integer 
multiplied by all lesser positive integers: The quantity “four factorial” (4!) = 4 X 3 
X 2 X 1 = 24.

In other words:

 if n = 1, then Factorial n = 1

 else n * Factorial n - 1

So, let’s use this definition to evaluate the expression factorial 3:

Factorial 3: 

 Does 3 = 1? No, so Factorial 3 = 3 * Factorial (3 - 1) = 3 * Factorial 2.

 3 * Factorial 2: Does 2 = 1 ? No, so 3 * 2 * Factorial (2 - 1) = 3 * 2 *   
 Factorial 1

 3 * 2 * Factorial 1: Does 1 = 1? Yes, so 3 * 2 * Factorial 1 = 3 * 2 * 1 = 6

Like Baron Von Munchhausen pulling himself out of a swamp by pulling on his 
own hair, recursively made things are made in terms of themselves.

So step back for a moment. You have a physical machine on the outside made of 
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physical pieces all connected together.  These pieces are internally arranged to 
model, to internally represent other machines, machines you could build with 
physical pieces in the world. In other words, you’ve built a machine that simulates 
not only another machine, but any other machine; the so-called ‘Universal 
Machine’.

Once you have that, you can use the physical machine on the outside to build 
virtual machines on the inside: any particular virtual machine you want, any 
pseudo-thermostat built for your particular needs: a totalitarian list-building 
thermostat, plane-landing thermostat, a pornography displaying thermostat, a 
music stealing thermostat. Conceptually, they’re all the same.

If all this sounds a little like Hegel: the machine on the inside, the machine on the 
outside, the material machine, its virtual supplement, recursion as a process of self 
relation, that’s because it is. And if it seems like magic that from a little pseudo-
thermostat machine you get your iPod, that’s because Hegel seems like magic. But 
he isn’t.

Think about that standard piece of Hegelian magic, sublation. You know: thesis, 
antithesis, synthesis. The magic way of understanding this is that synthesis 
somehow magically comprehends the contradiction of thesis-antithesis. 

Think of sublation as Soho. Thesis: industrial Soho. Antithesis: art scene Soho. 
Synthesis: Shopping center Soho. What sublation does is to retroactively tell the 
lie to any kind of truth posited by the thesis-antithesis axis. In other words, the 
truth of all the little boutiques, of the commodity reclaiming Soho, is that all 
those myths about art being authentic, individual expression, “high” culture, and 
industrial production being alienated, mass-culture, “low” culture, all those myths 
are wrong.

And if you’re with me this far, let me try to convince you of something totally 
crazy. 

Look back at that recursive definition of factorial. It’s a definition in three parts: if-
part, then-part, else-part. The else-part is called the recursive part because it’s the 
part defined in terms of itself. The if part is an equation the machine can handle 
directly, the base case. Without it the machine would spin out infinitely--think 
spinning beach-balls, hourglasses.

Now I want you to think something else. According to Lacan, signifiers in the 
symbolic order (the Law, culture, etc) float, more or less tied to what they signify-
-like a beach blanket caught in the wind. Of course, you need something on the 
beach blanket to keep it down, otherwise it would float away, if the signifiers in 
your symbolic order floated away, you’d be crazy (technically, psychotic). That 
place where the signifier is tied to its signified is called a point de capiton, the thing 
keeping the beach blanked down, a metaphorical upholstery tack that holds the 
Symbolic couch’s fabric (the system of signifiers, the beach blanket) to its frame 
(the signified, the beach).

There’s a very important point du capitonage, the subject, you. We think of this 
subject as an identity, as that within you that remains the same even if everything 
else changed. For Lacan, that’s not true. And here comes the crazy part.

The subject is the place in the symbolic order that is not recursively defined, is not 
understood in terms of relation to the symbolic order. The subject is understood 
directly. It’s the base case. The subject is that signifier whose signified is itself. 
In other words, the subject is precisely the space for subjectivity in the symbolic 
order.

So when I say the subject is the base case of the symbolic order, and this is the part 
that makes Rit and Pieter nervous, I mean it literally. It’s the Lacanian concept 
of the subject: the constituative lack, the meaninglessness within meaning, the 
partially constructed nature of nature, the parallax gap.

So the reason why the machine can bootstrap itself into all the wonderful little 
machines we call programs is the same reason why the subject exists at all. It 
reveals the partially constructed nature of the universe, that God got lazy and 
didn’t finish the job of creation.

From this, two things follow. One, the subject is an equation, not an identity. 
It is not some unchanging property that weathers vicissitudes. It’s an equation. 
It is simply that for which its signified is itself. Two the metempsychosis some 
science fiction desires, the transmigration of the soul from man to machine is 
impossible: not only because of materialism, but also, as the base case, the ghost in 
the machine is already there.

Anyway, another thing about the machine and abstraction: as anyone who has 
tried to make a machine on the machine within the machine will tell you, there are 
peculiar difficulties involved. And this is exactly why our list-building paperclip 
is so fascist. The machine within the machine isn’t good at understanding what 
you want it to do because it only does what you tell it to.  That’s it.  People used to 
say, garbage in garbage out. But it’s not really like that. It’s more like shit in desire 
out.

And the reason why it’s more like shit in desire out is that you don’t know what 
you’re asking for.

It’s a wonderful thing about the machine within the machine. It is the perfect 
object of transference. It has no counter-transference--it hurls nothing back at you. 
It merely and perfectly executes what you tell it to. In doing so, it tells you what 
you’ve asked for.

Of course some will say that these gifts of the machine are undesirable. They 
will call them ‘bugs’ and go through a seemingly endless process of secondary 
elaboration removing traces of desire from the instructions for building a machine 
within the machine. Thus the psychodrama known as programming.

But there is another implication as well. As you decide at increasingly higher 
levels of abstraction and use the power of the machine to elaborate metaphors 
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of thought, you take yourself further from sensing and acting upon the world, 
letting the machine decide the messy details of implementation. In other words, 
its easy to build a machine within the machine that can build a machine to build 
a machine... that will build exactly the kind of machine that will do whatever 
stupid thing I want it to do.  And all the intermediary steps will follow perfectly, 
since these machines never fall apart (and unlike physical machines, they never 
will). The machine can decide all the intermediary steps and translate it all into 
the physical machine.

But of course, there are trade offs involved. It used to be that letting the machine 
decide so many intermediary steps could result in slower simulations. But since 
the speed of machines has doubled every eighteen months for the last thirty-
some years, today we regularly put in our laps the equivalent of supercomputers, 
so performance is not really an issue here, except for some instances of intense 
financial speculations or rendering cartoons and acts of violence in near lifelike 
detail. For most other purposes, performance isn’t really an issue.

And so, at this point, naturally, I would like to turn to Heidegger.

There is a curious part in “The Question Concerning Technology” where Heidegger, 
speaking of the essence of technology, quotes Holderlin, “where the danger is, 
grows / the saving power also”. This might lead you to believe that, although 
technology is essentially dangerous (as we know from various movies where robots 
take over the world), in technology Heidegger might show us something of Being 
in our times. 

You’d be wrong. Heidegger drops technology like something you want to drop 
and turns to the idea of poetry. Like always. It’s one of Heidegger’s classic dick 
moves, totally wussing-out, like he always does somewhere near the end. It’s the 
reason Derrida needs to Heidegger Heidegger, like Marx Hegeled Hegel, putting 
the cart of material before the horse of Spirit. In the same way, Derrida has to 
turn Heidegger’s move, deconstruction, upon Heidegger, so he can get around 
mouthing the same inane conclusions (you know, like when Heidegger says “Only 
a return of the Gods can save us now,” and shit like that). So, Derrida replaces 
Being with Being-with-a-line-through-it. And makes nonsense of whatever anyone 
says. It’s really annoying.

Anyway, the point is, by insisting on ontology and ontology alone, Heidegger 
and Derrida show us two sides of a coin: that either banality or nothing (possibly 
everything) follows. Right? I mean, when Heidegger says Being is always the same, 
yet whenever it comes it changes everything around it, so we see that things are 
different and call it history, it’s kind of the same as when Derrida says the logic of 
the one is contained in the other and so it really doesn’t matter if we misunderstand 
the one because the other perversly implies the one and the meaning gets out and 
goes if we read it right and know the perversity in the one, or the other, it really 
doesn’t matter. All that really follows is this: we get to watch somebody think, 
which may work for you, but it really doesn’t work for me.

Anyway, lets pick where Heidegger left off. Where there is danger, there is also 

the saving power. How might this relate to technology, if the saving power of 
technology is in technology, not poetry?

Incidentally, the reason why Heidegger got it wrong is he understood the machine 
by the wrong name. He called it the computer, the person who calculates values so 
we can do things in the world with equations we know about it, you know, launch 
missiles and know where they’re going to land, that sort of thing. Not that the 
equations are wrong. Far from it. But how often do we use the machine this way? 
What Heidegger misunderstood about the machine is that it computes as a means, 
not as an ends in itself. Those ends are to simulate other machines. That’s why we 
call it the machine and not the computer.

Anyway, it’s clear that when Heidegger is talking about technology he is thinking 
about energy. He calls the essence of technology “standing-reserve”, which means 
something like seeing the world as a potential that can be developed. And when he 
talks about the danger of technology to the world and to humanity, it’s hard not 
to see the shadow of the atomic bomb. But what if the “standing-reserve” is not 
the unleashing of energy contained within the transmutation of mass to energy, 
but something else, something more like what we saw in the billion-thermostat 
machine. Something is going on here, and it isn’t the invisible hand of global 
capital.

A few years ago, Bill Gates made an offhand remark, the gist of which was this: 
640 kilobytes ought to be enough for anyone. It turns out it isn’t--not if you want 
to render billions of polygons of blood in real time, not if you want to keep the 
Columbia Records catalogue in your shirt pocket, not if you want pictographic 
evidence of every acne scar of the celebrities you love, not if you want to archive 
every character you’ve ever typed--every edit and every possible combination. No, 
for these things, you need the kind of technologic development where machine 
power doubles every eighteen months for thirty years. So, Bill got it wrong.

But that’s not the point. Bill got it wrong because there was no demand for the 
kinds of things we do with all the machine power we now have. The advances in 
machine power do not come from demand. If anything, the advances in machine 
power fuel the demand for the kinds of things we do with it.

All of which is to say, the essence of technology isn’t in the things you do with 
technology, it is in all the uses technology makes of the advances it has generated 
so far. And the machine within the machine is the perfect instrument for these 
advances because of the way it lends itself to abstracting, because it can build 
things upon other things in a building-block fashion.

But this isn’t because you can build perfectly planned edifices out of hand designed 
pieces. Rather, the machine is generative because you can pervert pieces from their 
designed uses; the machine is so many solutions waiting for a problem. It’s here 
that the machine has power (what Heidegger would call the coming of Being), 
that the machine can be perverted so many different ways, it can be hacked and 
pushed until it makes devices that were unimaginable for those who built earlier 
solutions.
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Because we can abstract out little decisions, push them onto the machine or onto 
previous abstractions, we can not only get more done but do things we couldn’t 
think of before.  Yet this comes at a price.  Think about perfect abstraction, think 
about the little jukebox in your pocket.  Does it matter whether you think little 
elves live inside it and sing songs into your head or whether you “really understand” 
how it works?  How would you even tell someone how it “really” works? Could 
you explain every one and zero in an Enya album?  Where does real understanding 
begin and where does it end?

The problem is not the same as asking how many angels can stand upon the top 
of a transistor. It has real world consequences, and not just because we imperfectly 
implement our abstractions, not just because our abstractions “leak”:  machines 
crash and like the return of the repressed, abstractions shatter at their lowest 
levels, reminding us no matter how much we love our iPods they still posses cold 
mechanical hearts.

The real problem, however, comes with the terms of the abstractions, the 
entailments of the metaphors we’ve chosen. Think about how we interact with our 
machines. We’ve got windows on our desktops with icons in them that “really are” 
documents. If that’s not a set of mixed metaphors, I don’t know what is. And it’s 
here that alienation takes hold.

Think about the last time you wanted your machine to “just work”. Your desire was 
frustrated because the metaphors between you and the machine broke down. You 
expected the machine to interpret your actions according to your intentions, which 
seemed logical at the time since your actions were well within the entailments of 
metaphors the machine offered you.  You did what you did because it made sense, 
it was what you would have done if the situation were “real”, if you were actually 
working with material windows, icons, files or desktops. Perhaps you felt foolish 
for being so “computer illiterate”.

The problem is, though, the whole system is built that way. A long time ago machines 
went from being something someone could get a handle on entirely concretely.  
Their power has necessitated that we impose metaphorical understandings upon 
what they do--it’s the only way we can contain some of the complexity they embody.  
And it is not just for the “end user,” but for everyone.  The complexity contained 
within the explosive power of abstraction, the power within the technology has 
necessitated it.  Even those who now tell the machines what to do, who build all 
the machines within the machine that we use both at work and at play, in order 
to leverage the awesome power of the machine, even they must metaphorically 
understand what they ask the machine to do, both in terms of metaphors they 
create and in metaphors they inherit from others. And every metaphor fails to 
entail all that it promises. It is the necessary compliment to the unpredictable 
possibility of technology’s perverse growth.

It’s the very same gap that allows people to push the machine and its ever increasing 
power into new and diverse regions that allow for the alienation from the terms of 
the metaphors.  The one is the flip-side of the other.

Think about the thermostat again. The metaphor it offers you is a thermometer. 
But it is a special thermometer. Instead of telling what the temperature is, you can 
tell it what the temperature should be.

But, of course, the thermostat doesn’t exactly work that way. Instead, the thermostat 
gives you a small range of temperatures, oscillating above or below the temperature 
you’ve set. For the most part, this doesn’t really matter. It’s a small oscillation. 

But you could imagine situations where it would. For instance, if you were 
preserving sensitive materials. Then you’d be frustrated when your materials 
spoiled because the thermostat didn’t “just work”.

Likewise, if you were really clever, you could figure out some kind of neat trick to 
pull with the thermostat. Perhaps finding a chemical that could change state, from 
solid to liquid, with the temperature oscillation of the thermostat. In that case, 
you could use the thermostat to do something it wasn’t intended for but rather for 
transmuting compounds.

So  the power to pervert and the power to alienate seems inherent to technology. I 
wonder which pilots feel when the machine lands the plane.

It’s something to think about next time you fly.
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Re: Sun @ Aquarius 

(Harmolodic projeKct for Charles Olson) *

IN BIRTH)          ON SMOKE         A         DEPENDENT      (HOTTEST)   OFFER    MEET HER    
( MORE    THAN     ANY       ( OBSTRUCT     ( SEE… ROSA      (TRY CHANSON       (SAUTÉ),  
TRY      (ORNERY       MAY      (GUARDHOUSE) ,       (SOME      DE- COMPOSITION ,     BUT     
DIDO         CROMWELL           ELVIS            GLUTAMINE      THERE:      SEE    AUSTRALIS, 
ITS    ROADWAY    ( TOW    MERCILESSLY,    SIGFRID!)      TRY       SOME           SLACK...  
(SEE!)    MERGE       ANTONY,     OR,     ROSELINE…     ICE,     HEADWAY      STAY  PUT) )  
THE        NEW         TREATMENT       DEAL           IS              RIGHT             ON 
LONGLASTING   ERECTHIONS      AGHARTA   /   HATCHET     C H R I S T !  
IT’S BONITO...     DWARF    BREASTS’       VOLTMETER )                TYPHON   
NO  MORE  DRY   SPELLS   G-E-T  I-T   (FROM HOME   (ARE   YOU THERE?     
A    FICTIVE   WORKING      CELESTIAL,      ZAP!     THESE      DELINEATE     
HORUS,      NICOTINE     AND      IRRESOLUTE       PERRY              ( TRUCE:   
JUST       SIX  -  GUN    SLINGING          ANABAPTIST       MANIAC    RETIRE      
(STUPENDOUS    DATA    MAGI    (BEST  REPORT,   TALLY  HUGE    INFO-
MATION      (AGAIN:      SEAGULL...          SPEARMINT...                 HOOCH!) 
OWN     FAMINE  /  SING…     INAUGURATE        ABOVE    PESTE    CORAL  
EUCRE     OR        NEUTRON.      NEVER     KINK,       ENDURE       VIRILITY     
MECCA          BALINESE       ACIDENTALS        AND               CIRCULATORY   
( AUSCHWITZ ) ?           SYRUPY      CLEMENTIUS!     EACH        CAMPSITE   
CATHODIC       THIS     IS     NO       DISCOUNT         THIS       IS          MAXI –
T I M E       INHIBITORY       “ACCIDENTAL”      REALITY)   —    ( IMPEACH 
LEGITIMACY    NOT!      FIND    VIRUS    FARMHOUSE,               MIDPOINT.   
WEDNESDAY’S  PICK )    ISABELLA  COMMA)    FINGERPRINT    EUCLID’S  CODPIECE. 
PAROCHIAL      PERHAPS   LIVE      FIRST PATROL ...    IT    SWEPT    DEFORESTATION              
IN     DEMON      CHORUS )       DRINK!    NECTAR    /    ACCEPT     BIGAMY 
REFUSE      LESS           MY   TERESITA,          MARLEAH,               DARLEEN  
RETALIATORY  DUCAT         PASS      BE    FLATIRON   CLAMBER      ( OR,     
SAY      BY      STUPID     HEAT                  (SLEEP                                 (SEMITIC 
BUNG!   REVULSION,    CUFFLINK  JUAN:   THE  STAGY  SCAM      CLOSE
FLAUTIST’S     “LITHO-LOGIC”         (THIMBLE,        BASIL,     KEROSENE) 
BELMONT’S    GNU  VITRIOLIC     DOLL...     IN    CYCLOID  DOORSTEPS)
BYRON...    TAKE  MY  RIVER!    HASTEN   SOME   LINKAGE    ( JUST FOR  
GUYS   (CENTENARY  SYNAPSE   BEFOULS  THE NEWS       DEAR BALLS! 
YORTOWN    BALLETS  AND   ATELIERS   CONCUR   IN     RUBRICATION 
A PRIORI  –    INCENSE  PASSAGE   –   DENIABLE     START  -  UP       HALF  
CASHED    IN,      OPENS        LOGIC     G A F F E  :    BAN        PARLIAMENT 
ON    YOUR      WAY        TO        DELPHI’S    PIT )    AID’S    ARM      STUCK   
IN  FETISH  ( CATHOLICISM’S  FARINA ? )    LABORATORY DOCUMENT)   
CROSBY,   ARE   YOU    SUCCESFUL?    HALF-ARISTOTELIAN  ELK   FEET 
&    THERMAL    GROSS      DIGESTIVE      FLUOROCARBONS :      A   KEY.    
MORE   MONEY   THAN   YOU   CAN   MAKE ?  EMBEZZLED  DOMINIONS    
JACK - ASS     BONI -  FACE,     RUDDY     BUTCHERY         HAVE     FUN   &
MAKE         SUCH        PROVEN        ELECTRONIC        CHERUB,     PROFIT !  
(SADE’S     ANTE  - ROOM      ( ONLINE     RE - VISION      ( CASINOS’   RE – 
VISION  )   EXTERNAL  TO  THE    SNUFFER    SY STEM      THEN,    THERE,    
AGAIN :   HEY !     B E L M O N T      N O R W I C H        F R A N C E      IN  ( VOICE    I  .  D .       
PONDER     MAJOR    CORONARY       I   M   P   U   L   S   E   !     SHOULD    “ NEWTONIAN     
MATHEMATICIANS  ”     REGIMENT     PIGMENT       FINANCE    ACTINIC    VIALS    OF
D O O M ,   ANDRE !     SOOTHSAY     BEFORE    NECTARINE    ATTIRE     COMMISSION,
DRAB  BOOTH   OF  SHEER   APPLICANTS  ) )        MAY      LOOKED     TOO     FLOWERY 

* Note:  
 The form of “Re: Sun @ Aquarius” is drawn from the bar code on the   
 Ornette Coleman double-CD 
              The Complete Science Fiction Sessions (Columbia, r. 1971); the content is   
 taken from the subject lines of  “spam” received by email under the sign   
 of Aquarius, 2006. The Charles Olson/Ornette Coleman connection is   
 suggested by the figure of Harvey Brown. Additional sources: Pharoah   
 Sanders, King Crimson. 
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The Way Birds Become

 
1

A woman with a bird caught in her hair is a woman with her hair aflame, palm 
trees where the mind starts

Drifting. A song of women jumping from deck, splashes

Entering the ear through a sentence: a charred oar, the toy bird children long for

sleep. And a sleeping woman, and a woman with arms empty, and here (full) she 
is stronger than flame, than heat, that bird, through that empty sky descending, 
having descended, having funneled into a surrogate for a nest

See those twigs scattered late winter—forward—to a tree in bloom—but not that 
tree over there?

“That bird demonstrates the sky.” Scratch that

2

A possibility: a question ascends in a moment of ______, while the substance of 
the unasked drips, reddening 

us, children. Scratch that

New question: Does that bird demonstrate the children who play at becoming

fire. “The child plays at being not only a shopkeeper or a teacher but also a 
windmill and a train.” Imagine this

Fire spread from feather to follicle. Fire sparing no substance. Sparing no fire. No 
children, child, no

A woman jumps from deck. Scratch that

A woman shuffles the deck, dealing two hands, dealing with her hands, her fingers

10 birds. 10 flames flickering, lapping over. 1 fire. That fire

Demonstrates 0. The ground 

“This ocean, a spilled deck”   
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from The Way Birds Become

Shapes / of poems / fly out of the dark.

              * 

When I burst into a million
birds so wonderfully, you 
won’t know which look like dinner 
and which don’t. And no greeting card 
to the birds will stitch this 
skin over wilderness, or even over 
the dread of writing someone else’s poem.
Because the birds arrive breathless. 
To whet them, drinking no alphabet 
—no reader’s inhabiting this body— 
it’s the other hand touching the birds
asking, “Who or where are you?”

A treeful of white
noise is sufficient answer. 

A bird’s breath is in my throat. 

              * 

To say this ocean is or is like a poem
is like a fist pounding a head into 
the shape of a bird’s, a violent soma 
stuttering the second person pronoun 
birds—When I kill you for this last 
time, you’ll roll over, playing dead so well
it seems almost real. To murder in this 
dirty sea, all I have to say is “you.” Then 
The chalky birds or boats stand still
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Not even the birds know where they are going.

 *

Wolves under the moon
howl the sea so close
to you, your swoon. Watch
how the hair and whiskers grow
outward, drown in soft meter, 
rhyming shafts of ocean split
as if a last rind unpeeling. 
This is the edge
of only a bird. Jettied beak
open, no sundering light 
protrudes outward from
plumes of frangible cloud.
Animal only in the arms, birds 
drive into the sky
speckled like rhyme—
you remain only under
the moon, salt and pepper
patches ungrowing like children.

a / bird curled out of the leaves

 *

  Its shape so

Quiet, bent wings seen through the other
         side of the page even clearer than the scratches in the 

Face we’re facing             When we’re facing

        A blazing noonlight, 
                         the deafness of sun
                  so

Alarmed to hear a bird 
Confuse its voice with a siren
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To hear the birds pipe oer their amorous fits

 *

What happens when the birds go quiet
when you go dim
  and the fingers ache for without
      or for your width, pressed—What 

is pressed between two bodies, is flattened 
and saved, and flat
         as this page of you is the remains of you, held
  against light to see through the

 Hollow all that is you.

 Don’t look
 At what’s there: 
      It’s in the echo, evidence
            of a sounding

with my feathers entangled in your navel
there was nothing left of the hands 
but an arc, the disturbed air of a gesture
with my feathers entangled in your navel
there was nothing left of the hands 
but an arc, the disturbed air of a gesture

and who finds in that a bird. You
walking millions of miles on your hands,
in your grasping, arms twitching for a rail
or a body to take hold of, hold yourself aloft

let’s leave you in that graceless
swoop. And with nothing left of the hands
let’s question what was held

and the was when we were holding 
we, with nothing yet of let’s.
Let’s let the question of you, once grasped, 
ascend. And find in that a bird.
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The Boy Made of Glass
           

Once upon a time there was a house without walls  And inside this house was a 
boy made of glass  The boy was filled with light and would sing a song inside the 
house without walls  This song was made of just one note  And when he sang his 
note his light inside would get brighter and one long thin powerful ray of light 
would come out of his glass mouth  There were one hundred boys made of glass 
inside this house without walls  Each of them sang one note  When they all sang 
it sounded like this:

The house without walls was where they would meet to sing  But each boy made 
of glass lived in his own house made of glass  And the only thing inside each house 
was sand no water no air no light  Sand was packed tight into every corner of every 
single room  This way the glass knew where it came from and the sand knew what 
it would be  They were happy together the glass and the sand  And there was only 
enough room for the boy made of glass to just fit in when he came home after a 
day of singing in the house without walls  A tight impression was packed into the 
sand with the exact shape of the boy made of glass  This made the boy happy and 
when he was happy he sounded like this:

The boy made of glass with light inside him would come home and fit into his 
exact shape  He would dream of sand and water and air and what he would be one 
day  Each grain of sand was one note and he would wake up every morning with 
one more note from the house made of glass filled with sand to sing in the house 
without walls  He would meet the other boys made of glass at the house without 
walls and sing his new note  Every day they would all sing their new note  When 
they sang that note they sounded like this:

One day the boy made of glass dreamed about water and when he woke up he 
thought he was wet with light  He left his glass home full of sand and went to 
the house without walls to sing his note  All along the path was a stream of light 
following him  Every few steps he would stop and turn around thinking the light 
was water disappearing into glass  The boy made of glass was so sure he was wet 
with light that for the first time he sang his note before reaching the house without 
walls  The boy made of glass on the stream made of light stood still as the ground 
became soft around him and melted into sand  As the boy was sinking into the 
sand he sang his note and a ray of light came out of his mouth straight into the sky  
The stream of light continued around him as his ray of light reached the clouds just 
before he disappeared into the ground  And his last note sounded like this:

He would never sing in the house without walls again  And his home made of 
glass and filled with sand remained empty where his body\’d5s glass impression 
had been  One grain of sand started moving away from the rest of them and began 
forming into a new boy made of glass  It would take one hundred years for a new 
boy to form where the old boy had been  The house knew this and waited  There 
were many empty homes waiting for new boys made of glass  All the other boys 
made of glass in the house without walls would sing for each missing boy and his 
note  They would float and listen to the missing boy filled with light  And when 
they floated they sounded like this:
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Bitchfoxly

Is this he asks where you keep it this where you keep it this the
board where you keep it the flitch on the palm where you keep it the rotor
that keeps it the train of the camlet where keeps it is this where you
keep it the druid that keeps it the shoepeg that keeps it the window the
weep in the spine where you keep it is this where you keep it is this
where you keep it is this when you open this open it
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Sonnet K

Kneel down, river.  The river dead with glim. 
A dead face parted in the forehead.  Having boats. 
Myself a kneeler.  About to kneel into my head. 
At Malaga, before the night boats go.  Glim in holes. 
Kneel down boats.  Night boats parted in the face. 
Go down rivers down in holes.  Myself a kneeler. 
About to kneel before the face.  Maria. 
Golden face.  Maria.  Glim boats go. 
Maria.  Maria.  See the river in her holes.  
About to kneel into the river.  See?  In her. 
Not circling back, not parting back.  About to kneel
into my head.  Kneel down.  Kneel down.  Kneel down
dead with boats.  Kneel down and let the dead boats go. 
Kneel down the dead face go down kneel down dead I kneel down—

Certify 

When the sidecar
 of your mouth gives over

 to broke-down skin  salt 
cache
  
the tongue     tall       
beneath golden slur     of roof will  
press:      
                                                a bale
                                    of white flowers
                                    
                       how what you give
                                               tastes in.
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Coffee

Robert Redford & I are having coffee together.
It’s 6 a.m.—I’ve tied my afro in the pale green scarf he brought me years ago
from Malta.   We’re standing just above the treeline
at the white crest of a window, in a tower room paved
with blistering planks.  I’ve never been to Malta. Does it snow
much there?  I pour the coffee from my best thermos, the one
with the French press inside.  The brimless metal cup shifts
in Redford’s hand.  Terribly, he says & moves
his other hand to the tender of my back.  Drifts so high, you can’t
waltz through.  I imagine us there, in yellow opera cloaks
& Maltese snowshoes, back-step-turning beneath the shadowy
ice towers.  I lean back & Redford traces my spine
with his thumb.  I feel as though I’ve just done well on something—
my Algebra exam, the fragile zipper on my tightest
dress, my federal taxes.  Let me get you something
now.  His wide palm disappears from my skin, leaving a hard
flag of heat.  From his leather satchel, Redford lifts
two heavy slices of baguette spread liberally
with chevrier & wrapped in wax paper.  Just a second, don’t
eat that yet.  He tilts the bread in my hand.  Adds a crinkle
of fresh rucola.  There.  We watch the broken polo fields fill up
with fog.  I tell Redford how, after saving Peter
the Never Bird slips away from their island, sheltering
her eggs in the top hat Peter gave her.  The top hat is silk
& black with a plain brim.  The top hat is 100% waterproof. 
How fine, Redford says.  His tanned face is very still.  In the shallows
of his ears, the new sun.  & I look away from him then
in the direction of roofs.

China Clipper
 

Robert Redford & I are alone in the darkened galley
of the Martin 130 flying boat that rests on the exhibition floor
of the City Museum of Industry.  We don’t have much
room to move—just this narrow strip of tile between two
moulded counters & a miniature drinks trolley
with its wheels glued down.  The cabinets above our heads shelter
a permanent supply of gilt-rimmed fiberglass plates
& Kirk Stieff silver welded into bristling
thickets of service.  I’m standing so close to Redford
that the chemical taste of his aftershave mingles with the flakes
of dust that peel down from the highball glasses. 
Redford presses my hand tightly into his chest.  Darling—
I could marry you in this goddamned airliner, built or unbuilt. 
His mouth tastes warmly of night mail & belted
trenchcoats.  On that breakfast approach to Midway
at 160 mph, the Chief Engineer watched gooney birds thicken
& glow above the island & grinned over the hydromatic
rim of his coffee.  As for me, I’ve crossed
the International Dateline & felt
so much older afterwards, as if my body had adjourned
into hollow stalks of cane.  Many times it was
like that for me, alone.  I could move
in two directions at once—it was a broken
kind of trying I could not tell the bottom of. 
It stirred with me in rooms, a frightened thing
of glass & shifting wire.  I didn’t tell about it. 
Only held with it & fevered nightwise over slanting
countries of my thought—& then I knew there was no
taking back that trying from me, & I was made for being this
& this is how.  This is how—in the half-dark, Redford, even closer. 
I kiss his jaw & say This is the maiden flight of harm, the green
air above Manila.  I slowly draw his collar open. 
I feel his ribcage lift against me:  Tell me what
thou art, wild.  & then: What art thou, wild? 
The floor begins to sound & tilt; we quicken
in the blackest way of engines. 
I tell Redford I want such days as days forgive. 
I flick my tongue across his bottom lip. 
How can I keep from singing? 
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